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Abstract
This essay criticizes a prominent strand of theorizing about global justice, Rawlsian global
constructivism. It argues that the constructivist method employed by cosmopolitan and social
liberal theorists cannot grapple with the complexities of interdependence, deep pluralism, and
socio-cultural diversity that arise in the global context. These flaws impugn the persuasiveness and
plausibility of the substantive conclusions reached by Rawlsian global constructivists and highlight
serious epistemological problems in their approach. This critique also sheds light on some broader
problems with ideal theory in the global context, showing how it leads to distortions in our thinking
about justice and again raising doubts about the epistemological and normative conclusions of
global constructivist approaches.
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Political constructivism is most familiar as the method of reasoning adopted by John
Rawls in his monumental A Theory of Justice. In that work, Rawls introduced the idea
of an original position, a hypothetical initial choice situation in which representatives
deliberate on and agree to principles of justice to govern the basic structure of their
society. Almost immediately theorists inspired by Rawls’s arguments adopted this
same procedure in thinking about global justice.1 These ‘global Rawlsians’ saw his
work as militating in a radical and explicitly redistributive direction globally; for them,
political constructivism presented a powerful tool for arguing about the global reach
of justice. Many of these thinkers were undoubtedly surprised and disappointed when
Rawls himself adopted a different approach, one that applied constructivist reasoning
to an agreement among societies or peoples and disavowed extensive global
redistribution. The ensuing debate between these ‘cosmopolitan’ and ‘social’ liberals
has become a mainstay of international political theory.2
This essay has two aims. The first is to show that global applications of Rawls’s
constructivist procedure are deeply flawed methodologically and epistemologically.
Surprisingly, given the prominence of this debate and the substantive controversies
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it generates, methodological and epistemological questions have gone largely
unaddressed. Cosmopolitan and social liberals, though differing significantly on
the correct way to model the global initial choice situation(s), accept that the
initial agreement method can address global justice without any particular difficulty.
(I shall refer to both cosmopolitan and social liberal arguments as variants of ‘Rawlsian
global constructivism’.3) Indeed, the application of constructivist reasoning to
problems of global justice is rarely considered at all by its practitioners. While some
critics have pointed out flaws in or limits to global constructivist reasoning,4 there has
so far been no systematic attention to methodological and epistemological issues
surrounding Rawlsian global constructivism.
This essay demonstrates that the structural assumptions on which Rawlsian
constructivist reasoning depends in the domestic context cannot simply be
transferred to the global domain, as Rawlsian global constructivists assume. The
method cannot grapple with the complexities of interdependence, deep pluralism,
and socio-cultural diversity that arise in the global context. Specifically, what
often appear to be modeling choices actually establish epistemological constraints
that determine important normative questions. Without such arbitrary choices,
the method becomes indeterminate. These flaws impugn the persuasiveness and
plausibility of the substantive conclusions reached by Rawlsian global constructivists,
whether cosmopolitans or social liberals. This finding upends several of the most
prominent and widely cited conceptions of global justice in today’s debates. It
also shows, counter-intuitively, that cosmopolitans and social liberal constructivist
accounts suffer from the same problems and limitations.
The second aim of this essay is to use the critique of Rawlsian global
constructivism to help shed light on some problems of ideal theory. I show that
ideal theorizing, as exemplified in cosmopolitan and social liberal constructivism,
leads to distortions in our thinking about justice, again raising doubts about the
epistemological and normative conclusions of these approaches. This argument thus
reinforces and expands on the primary case against Rawlsian global constructivism
elucidated in the paper. It also brings much-needed specificity and depth to the
discussion of ideal theory, underscoring the need for alternatives.
Before beginning, I want to address two potential objections. The first concerns the
charge that this essay flogs a dead horse: Beitz and Pogge have abandoned constructivist
arguments, the objection would go, and the most interesting work on global justice
today is being done by scholars who adopt other approaches. This objection is
unpersuasive. While Beitz and Pogge no longer advance constructivist arguments, they
are still widely cited in current scholarship as exemplars of constructivist reasoning and
in support of a global difference principle; neither author has explicitly retracted his
earlier positions. Further, new work utilizing constructivist reasoning continually
appears: Gillian Brock’s Global Justice: A Cosmopolitan Account (Oxford 2009) is
perhaps the most notable recent example. Moreover, there has been a recent
resurgence of interest in defending Rawls’s two-stage approach.5 Finally, as noted
above, the deficiencies of constructivist reasoning elaborated here are directly relevant
to the growing debate on ideal theory.
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The second objection concerns my treatment of Rawlsian constructivist reasoning
in the domestic context. Rawlsian global constructivists assume that Rawls’s method
is unproblematic domestically*that the method works more or less the way Rawls
says it does. There is a vast literature on every aspect of Rawls’s work, including on
his methodological choices at the domestic level. Some readers have suggested that
I engage with this literature, taking a position on Rawls’s domestic procedures. I do
not do so for three reasons. First, quite simply, space constraints make even a cursory
engagement with this literature impossible. Second, Rawls’s domestic method is not
directly relevant to my critique of global applications of the Rawlsian approach.
I emphasize the distinct and serious problems that arise specifically in the global
context: that some of these criticisms might also apply to domestic applications of
Rawlsian constructivism does not undermine*it in fact bolsters*my argument.
Finally, my position is strengthened rhetorically and argumentatively by showing
that Rawlsian global constructivism doesn’t work on constructivism’s own terms.
Even*perhaps especially*if one endorses Rawls’s domestic application of the
method, one can still accept my critique of its global variants. In bracketing the
domestic procedure I do not thereby endorse or defend it; I focus on the global
variants without prejudice to domestic questions.
ASSUMPTIONS OF RAWLSIAN CONSTRUCTIVISM
Rawls argues in A Theory of Justice (TJ) that his conception of justice as fairness
‘generalizes and carries to a higher level of abstraction the familiar theory of the
social contract’.6 According to Rawls, all contract theories offer an interpretation of
an initial choice situation (ICS) and a set of principles that would be agreed to in
that situation (TJ 14). The original position, which Rawls describes as the ‘most
philosophically favored interpretation of this initial choice situation for the purpose
of a theory of justice’, is a ‘purely hypothetical situation characterized so as to lead to
a certain conception of justice’ (TJ 11, 16). The principles of justice that would
govern the basic structure of society are the object of the agreement reached in
the original position (TJ 11). Rawls later clarified that his method could also be
understood as an exercise in Kantian constructivism (KC 516). I refer to Rawls’s
entire method as ‘constructivist’ rather than ‘contractual’ because, unlike most
contract arguments, the (actual or hypothetical) agreement of the parties is not a
source of binding political obligation for Rawls (TJ 112114) but rather related to
the justification of the principles selected (KC 523, 569).7
In this section, my purpose is to highlight the structural assumptions on which the
plausibility and persuasiveness of Rawlsian constructivist reasoning depend in the
domestic context. This will necessarily entail some review of familiar aspects of
Rawls’s Theory, but I shall concentrate on explaining how four key structural
assumptions provide constructivist reasoning with the rigor and explanatory power
that make its conclusions plausible and persuasive. These assumptions are crucial
because, for Rawls, the benefit of constructivist reasoning is that it can transform the
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selection of principles of justice into a problem of deductive reasoning; the original
position admits of a unique solution, ‘a definite answer’ (TJ 16). The ICS and the
method of selection within it must, therefore, be carefully specified, because
a problem of rational decision has a definite answer only if we know the beliefs and
interests of the parties, their relations with respect to one another, the alternatives
between which they are to choose, the procedures whereby they make up their
minds, and so on. (TJ 16)

Thus if constructivist reasoning is to explain the choice of principles of justice or
provide a justification for their selection, the ICS and procedures must be tightly and
carefully defined.
The first key assumption underlying constructivist reasoning is that [1] principles
are chosen for a closed system in isolation (TJ 7). Rawls argues that the procedure
must treat the membership of society as given (PL 276277)*or what amounts to
the same thing*that individuals must regard their membership in society as fixed.
This assumption ensures that parties in the initial situation choose principles for a
society in which they have a permanent and abiding interest. The members of this
society ‘view their common polity as extending backward and forward in time over
generations, and they strive to reproduce themselves, and their cultural and social life
in perpetuity’ (KC 536). In addition, there are no significant relations with other
societies, and no one enters from without (KC 536).
The ‘closed system’ assumption facilitates a determinate and stable choice by the
parties. If they do not regard the polity for which they are choosing as fixed and stable
(as a polity extending backward and forward through time) or if they do not regard it
as reflecting their (primary) identities, they might choose differently. From the
beginning it must be clear that the parties agree both about the society for which
they are choosing principles and that they see themselves as having a meaningful
and fateful stake in it. This assumption should not be confused with Rawls’s now
(in)famous interpretation of it: that theories of justice must be worked out for
national societies or what Rawls later began calling peoples*a point to which I return
below.
The second assumption underpinning constructivist reasoning is that there is
wide consensus on [2a] what restrictions it is reasonable to place on the choice of
principles of justice and on [2b] the morally irrelevant contingencies that should be
excluded from consideration in deciding them. With respect to [2a], there must be ‘‘a
broad measure of agreement that principles of justice should be chosen under certain
conditions. To justify a particular description of the initial situation one shows that it
incorporates these commonly shared presumptions. One argues from widely
accepted but weak premises to more specific conclusions.’’ ‘‘The idea,’’ Rawls
explains, ‘‘is simply to make vivid to ourselves the restrictions that it seems
reasonable to impose on arguments for principles of justice and therefore on these
principles themselves’’ (TJ 16). ‘‘The crucial thing,’’ Rawls writes, ‘‘is not to use
principles that are contested’’ (TJ 512). Limiting the structuring assumptions to
those that model ‘‘conditions that are widely thought reasonable to impose on the
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choice of principles yet which, at the same time, lead to a conception that
characterizes our considered judgments’’ assures that ‘‘the question of justification
is settled’’ (TJ 105). Morally irrelevant contingencies [2b] are addressed structurally
through the veil of ignorance, ensuring that no one is advantaged or disadvantaged in
the choice of principles by factors widely agreed to have no legitimate bearing on that
choice. Again, this requirement should be kept separate from Rawls’s substantive,
Kantian interpretation of it, which models the original position for a society of free
and equal democratic citizens (KC 519ff.).
The third assumption concerns the parties themselves, who are modeled as
[3a] rational, [3b] motivated, and [3c] mutually disinterested.8 Rationality is simply
the assumption that people can choose instrumentally (they can reason through
hypothetical imperatives). Motivation enables the parties to choose among the
various options available to them by providing a metric for weighing alternatives
and reaching rational preferences about them; Rawls introduced primary goods to
provide motivation for the parties (JF 8788; TJ 5455, 7881, 123ff.). The point is
that there must be some plausible assumption about what motivates the parties, why
they prefer some principles to others. Mutual disinterest means that the parties do not
take an interest in one another’s interests (TJ 12) as well as that ‘they are not willing to
have their interests sacrificed to the others’ (TJ 112).9 Mutual disinterestedness
assures that persons engaged in conflicts over moral and religious issues see
themselves and others as defending their basic rights and liberties, which secure
their legitimate and fundamental interests (JF 85); it facilitates consensus when
individuals subscribe to conflicting comprehensive doctrines. In short, it models
liberal toleration.10
A fourth assumption informing the selection of principles in the original position is
the assumption of strict compliance. As Rawls describes it, ‘one of the stipulations of
the original position . . . [is that] the principles of justice are chosen on the supposition
that they will be generally complied with’ (TJ 215). Strict compliance identifies
constructivism as part of ideal theory, that type of moral theory that seeks to describe a
perfectly just society (TJ 8). It also helps to make the choice of principles determinate: if
the parties cannot assume strict compliance, their choice would vary with the nature
and extent of non-compliance and their knowledge of it. A corollary of this assumption
[4*] is that ‘reasonably favorable conditions’ obtain in society (TJ 216; JF 13).
Reasonably favorable conditions refer to the social circumstances that permit the
effective establishment and the exercise of basic political liberties such as ‘a society’s
culture, its traditions and acquired skills in running institutions, and its level
of economic advance (which need not be especially high)’ (PL 297; cf. LP 106).
Below this threshold, reasoning about justice changes significantly due to the extreme
burdens facing society.
My point in identifying these assumptions is to clarify their role in making
constructivist conclusions plausible and persuasive. Rawls is quite clear that ‘we shall
want to say that certain principles of justice are justified because they would be agreed
to’ in a purely hypothetical ICS (TJ 19, emphasis added). We can do with confidence
only if ‘the conditions embodied in the description of this situation are ones that
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we do in fact accept’ (TJ 19, 514).11 Thus the plausibility and persuasiveness of the
principles chosen depends crucially on the correct modeling of the ICS and on strict
adherence to the assumptions that narrow the choice problem faced there to one of
deductive rigor. For example, if there is no consensus on what is placed ‘behind the
veil’, the principles chosen will not be acceptable*or even recognizable*to many
members of society. Table 1 summarizes the role of the structural assumptions in
constructivist reasoning.
‘RAWLSIAN’ GLOBAL CONSTRUCTIVISM: GUILT BY ASSOCIATION?
Rawls’s early cosmopolitan critics challenged his substantive interpretation of the
closed system assumption*a closed society in isolation*on normative and
empirical grounds. Many saw themselves as more ‘Rawlsian’ than Rawls in utilizing
a single, global ICS. Few, however, questioned whether Rawlsian constructivist
reasoning could be usefully applied to problems of global justice.12 This omission
creates a potential problem for my argument: faulting cosmopolitan constructivists
for violating methodological assumptions that few of them explicitly adopt might
seem like a charge of guilt by association.
Cosmopolitan constructivists uniformly take Rawls’s argument as their point of
departure. Amdur asserted that once we relax or reject [1], both Rawls’s difference
principle and the application of non-ideal theory apply globally. Beitz found
no reason to think that principles other than those Rawls articulated for the
domestic context would be chosen globally. He later stated that in fully open and
interdependent societies Rawls’s two principles apply ‘a fortieri’. Scanlon similarly
saw no reason why the difference principle would not hold across the global
economic system. Pogge proposed a ‘single, global original position’ with nationality
behind the veil that ‘leaves intact Rawls’s whole argument for the two principles’. In
response to Rawls’s first attempt to elaborate his views on international justice, Pogge
did state that ‘methodologically . . . it is too early to tell how his idea of the original

Table 1. Assumptions underlying constructivist arguments
Assumption
[1] Closed system
[2] Wide consensus on:
[2a] Reasonable restrictions
[2b] Morally irrelevant contingencies
[3] Parties modeled as:
[3a] Rational
[3b] Motivated
[3c] Mutually disinterested
[4] Strict compliance
[4*] Reasonably favorable conditions
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Structural role
Determinacy/stability/identity
Models consensus
Models consensus
Determinacy/rationality
Determinacy/rationality
Models toleration/pluralism
Determinacy
Circumstances of justice

Constructing global justice
position . . . should best be adapted to the complexities of our interdependent world’.
By this he meant whether a cosmopolitan or a social liberal approach was warranted;
there was no question whether contractualism could aid our reasoning about global
justice. Similarly, Moellendorf, in rejecting Rawls’s two-stage procedure, states that
this rejection ‘does not impugn the political constructivist project either in general or
with regard to this particular subject matter. An alternative construction procedure
is viable’*namely, the one-stage global original position of persons that Rawls
rejects. It seems clear enough, then, that cosmopolitan constructivists*including
more recent critics like Kuper, Tan, and Brock*widely and uncritically incorporate
Rawls’s methodological apparatus in applying initial agreement arguments
globally. They criticize Rawls’s substantive arguments but never question whether
constructivist reasoning is useful and appropriate globally.13
A critic might still object that failure to explicitly reject these assumptions is not
equivalent with endorsing them or that the term ‘uncritical’ is unfair. As I have shown,
the plausibility and persuasiveness of conclusions yielded by constructivist arguments
depend on the soundness of the construction. Given that these cosmopolitan
constructivists take Rawls’s procedure as their starting point and adopt his method
of reasoning, it seems reasonable to infer that they endorse it. Given also that none
offers an alternative specification of the procedure or even mentions issues of method
and epistemology, the charge of ‘uncritical’ adoption also seems warranted: whether it
applies in the sense of ‘without criticism’ or ‘without reflection’ makes no difference
for my argument.
COSMOPOLITAN CONSTRUCTIVISM
The question before us is whether the structural assumptions underlying the
plausibility and persuasiveness of contractual reasoning are valid globally. In this
section I consider this matter in connection with cosmopolitan constructivist
arguments, taking up each of the assumptions serially.14 To preview my findings: the
assumptions do not hold.
Consider first the requirement that a theory of justice refer only to a closed system
in isolation [1]. Rawls’s cosmopolitan critics unanimously reject his substantive views
on this point. Barry immediately attacked them, calling Rawls’s position ‘arbitrary’
and declaring the two-stage contractual process for reasoning about international
justice indefensible*judgments in which Amdur concurred.15 Richards found that
‘factual relations among nation-states in the contemporary world’ justified a global
application of the original position, a view endorsed by Beitz, Pogge, and others.16
There is thus a consensus among cosmopolitans that Rawls’s interpretation of [1] is
both morally and factually unsustainable; his recent critics regard this conclusion as
almost self-evident.17
One way to resolve this problem would be to treat the entire planet as constituting
a single closed system in isolation (no relations with extra-terrestrials, etc.).18 The
obvious problem with this approach is that it hardly corresponds to any natural or
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widely shared conception of identity or belonging. The world’s people do not by and
large understand themselves as part of a single community (except perhaps in a thin
rhetorical sense). There is certainly no global community possessing a common
social and cultural life that extends through time and across generations. It is not
clear, in other words, that a global society is one in which people can have the kind of
meaningful stake that Rawls thinks is necessary to inform the choice of principles of
justice*that people regard or could regard the planet as the kind of community for
which justice is appropriate.19 That is not to ignore the impact of the global order on
people’s lives, but rather to note that they do not necessarily see that impact, or their
own involvement in the global order, as deep enough to warrant imposing a single
conception of justice on the planet.
Consider next how the indeterminacy introduced in a global ICS undercuts
constructivist reasoning by violating the closed system assumption. In a global ICS
the parties remain aware that the world comprises numerous and quite varied
national societies, each of which constitutes an ongoing scheme of social cooperation
with relatively stable and exclusive membership and a conception of justice of its
own. The parties are citizens of the world, choosing global principles of justice, and
simultaneously citizens of domestic societies (although they don’t know which ones),
a duality indicated by the ‘veiling’ of knowledge about their particular nationalities.20
This predicament violates the closed system in isolation assumption, the point of
which is to simplify the choice problem facing the parties in the ICS. Without this
assumption, the parties have to balance or trade off principles at multiple levels.
Surely they would realize that global and domestic principles will condition and
potentially conflict with one another, but they cannot know which to prioritize or
how either choice would constrain or enable justice at the other level. With multiple
levels or layers of justice in play, there is no practical or rational way for the parties to
determine which set of principles should take priority, what weight to give to the rival
schemes of justice in the global initial situation.21
There is no procedural solution to this indeterminacy. Withholding knowledge of
domestic social arrangements or their importance from the parties would distort
their understanding of the basic facts about the international system and their
choices regarding principles. Providing more knowledge about the constituent
societies in the global order or the parties’ membership in them would allow
partiality to taint the choice of principles, blocking any agreement. So the parties
make essentially a blind choice, one whose implications they cannot fully understand
or anticipate. The point is not about which choice is correct; the point is rather that it
is impossible to model the ICS in a way that is sufficiently determinate but that does
not also foreclose the choice or beg the key questions.22
One example of this problem of indeterminacy is the curious result that most
cosmopolitan constructivist accounts yield global principles of distributive justice
and national or domestic principles of political justice.23 It is hard to imagine that
the parties could rationally settle on global redistributive principles and also decide
that no global political structures*even to regulate the economy or enforce
distributive rules of justice*are required. Deference to existing national political
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arrangements seems to govern the choice of political principles but not economic
ones. How could this be explained? More importantly, how could it be defended
against an interpretation that took the opposite view*that democracy and human
rights are important enough to warrant global political arrangements, but that
economic matters should be regulated domestically? Again, the issue is not about
which decision is correct; it is that indeterminacy undermines the plausibility and the
persuasiveness of whatever conclusion is reached. My point is not the skeptical one
that we cannot work out moral principles for complex systems. It is rather that
constructivist reasoning cannot help us to do so because the ambiguities inherent in
such a system preclude the determinacy that constructivist reasoning requires.
Similar difficulties arise in connection with the second set of structural assumptions
involving the wide consensus on reasonable restrictions on the choice of principles [2a]
and on what morally irrelevant contingencies should be covered by the veil [2b]. Take
the second assumption first. Many cosmopolitan constructivists argue that nationality
should be excluded as morally irrelevant. Bracket for now the indeterminacy objections
just discussed; the problem remains that there is nothing remotely approaching
consensus on the moral irrelevance of nationality to a conception of global justice*
or, to take another salient example, on the irrelevance of substantive religious doctrines.
Even in the rarified world of English-speaking political philosophy, one certainly more
cosmopolitan in outlook than the world generally, there is deep and vigorous
disagreement on this question.24
The intuition of the cosmopolitan theorists is certainly correct: whether or not we
veil nationality significantly affects the choice of principles of justice and shapes the
impact that the birth lottery will have on people’s life chances. The problem is that,
procedurally, placing contingencies behind the veil clarifies our moral reasoning when
there is wide agreement on their irrelevance; it vivifies for us the implications of our views.
This requirement ensures the plausibility of the conception of justice selected in the
initial situation: ‘the conditions embedded in the description of this situation are ones
that we do in fact accept’ (TJ 19). The conclusions reached through constructivist
reasoning are only persuasive if they are based on assumptions that are widely
shared. Veiling controversial features of our moral world, like nationality or religion,
achieves hypothetical agreement at the cost of plausibility and persuasiveness. This is
not a claim about whether or to what extent nationality or religion should figure
appropriately into conceptions of justice; it is a claim about how constructivists are
supposed to reason about such questions.
Reasonable restrictions on the choice of principles must also reflect a
wide underlying consensus [2a]. One such restriction imposed by cosmopolitan
constructivists is that principles of justice should be chosen for free and equal persons.
This restriction is modeled through the symmetrical positioning of the parties: all must
agree on the principles selected (none can dominate the others). This view*that
principles of justice establish terms of cooperation for free and equal persons*is
not widely held globally, at least not if those principles are given sufficient content
to do real work in the ICS. Numerous patriarchal social and religious systems do not
regard women as the moral equals of men, or else they hold that freedom and equality
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mean different things for women and men (which from a cosmopolitan perspective
amount to the same thing). But if freedom and equality are left vague enough to
command acceptance across such diverse societies, they would lack sufficient content
to meaningfully inform the selection of principles of justice. Crucially, not modeling
freedom and equality in the global ICS would also undermine the argument’s
persuasiveness because any alternative design of the initial situation would also be
contentious. Liberals and democrats could hardly accept principles of justice that did
not include robust notions of freedom and equality or that were chosen in a way that
allowed some agents to dominate others*witness the cosmopolitan outcry against
Rawls’s limited conception of human rights.
I should emphasize that specific agreement on principles of justice is not required;
rather, the method assumes general, unarticulated ‘background’ consensus that the
model helps to clarify. Critics might argue that lack of consensus notwithstanding,
reason or morality dictates what fair restrictions and moral contingencies ought to
be. If one begins from an appropriate moral conception of the person, the
‘constructivist objection’ about the lack of consensus collapses.25 This move appeals
to something like Rawls’s Kantian interpretation. Such a move is problematic for
constructivists, however, because it is not clear that the bare notion of autonomy or
equal respect suffices for developing a full account of justice. Even if it did, however,
the constructivist reasoning would be superfluous to it: all of the work would be done
by the Kantian argument.26
Critics might next object that the point of constructivist reasoning is to resolve
deep disagreements such as these: Carens argues that the veil would be useless if it
only applied where values are already shared.27 This objection misses a crucial point
about what the veil and the ICS do. An initial agreement is not a way to reach moral
conclusions when our moral premises are uncertain; it is a way of precisely
formulating a conception of justice that reflects and clarifies widely shared but often
inchoate ideas about justice prevalent in a society (see PL 102104). Modeling
controversial premises into an ICS does not so much resolve disagreement as banish
it by fiat.
The determined critic might make a last stand, insisting that there is no more
disagreement globally than domestically about the moral ideas that model the ICS.28
After all, niches of racism and sexism exist even in liberal societies. This point is
revealing in two ways. First, it mistakenly suggests that constructivism requires actual
consensus or agreement of the kind that niches of racism and sexism would disprove.
In fact, what constructivism builds on is, again, widely shared but often inchoate and
unarticulated ideas about justice present in a society. In the domestic context this is a
vague liberal conception of justice. Second, this objection illustrates precisely my
point: that in the global context even such a broad, vague consensus on inchoate
or unarticulated intuitions about justice is lacking. It won’t do to respond that
cosmopolitan constructivism is intended only for liberals, to clarify what liberals
should think about the global order. Pogge might be correct in arguing that though
our conception of justice is parochial we cannot avoid taking positions on questions
concerning the global basic structure or global justice more generally.29 But
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even accepting this ‘inevitability of global justice’ argument, it does not follow
that constructivist reasoning, which presumes agreement, however vague, on basic
matters of justice offers a reasonable way to address those questions. Besides, if there
actually is no more agreement on such a vague conception of justice domestically
than globally, this should count against domestic applications of constructivist
reasoning, not in favor of global ones.
Next we must consider the assumptions about the parties to the initial agreement.
To facilitate a determinate choice of principles, the parties must be conceived as
rational [3a], motivated [3b], and mutually disinterested [3c]. The rationality
assumption by itself seems unproblematic if we take it as Rawls does to indicate the
ability to formulate and pursue a plan of life in a coherent and effective way. A
difficulty does arise in connection with the motivation of the parties, however. Rawls
supposed that primary goods constitute a thin conception of the good sufficient to
motivate choice in the ICS. His critics charged that they favor individualistic plans of
life over more communally oriented ones.30
The thrust of this objection applies globally as well. Rawls’s particular primary
goods appear more relevant for developed societies than poor ones: wide choice
among professions, the powers of offices, and even the social bases of self-respect as
Rawls understands them presume a level of social development far beyond what
many people enjoy. For much of the world’s population, public health, food security,
rule of law, and responsive government are lacking (a point to which I return below).
It seems doubtful that primary goods would be an appropriate motivation for this
population in the ICS. The broader problem, however, is not that any specific list of
primary goods is problematic but rather that, given our planet’s cultural pluralism
and the vast gaps in people’s living conditions and experiences, it is difficult to
imagine a single motivational account that could adequately and plausibly reduce the
choice among principles of justice to a determinate, rational one for all parties in a
global ICS.
Mutual-disinterestedness poses still a greater problem. Many religious
fundamentalists of various stripes do take an increasingly keen interest in the moral
lives of others as the rise of Christian, Jewish, Muslim, and Hindu fundamentalisms
attests. Recall that mutual disinterestedness makes a solution to the problem of rational
choice posed in the initial situation possible by allowing adherents of differing
comprehensive doctrines to agree on a conception of justice that is, in Rawls’s famous
phrase, ‘political not metaphysical’. It models liberal toleration in the initial situation,
but, again, as the rise of fundamentalist political ideologies makes strikingly clear,
liberal toleration is hardly a global norm. Critics might again point out that such
problems equally affect domestic societies. Again, I agree; in fact, the problem seems to
have worsened considerably since Rawls first introduced his theory, thanks largely to
globalization and attendant declines in economic security, surges in migration, and so
on. Rawls’s move in PL to address deep pluralism through the idea of overlapping
consensus acknowledges these changes, but it is not entirely persuasive*mainly
because he simply rules out the hard cases with his ‘reasonableness’ requirement. Since
mutual-disinterestedness reflects a liberal norm of reasonableness, it is tempting to
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think that it is not strictly necessary for constructivist reasoning. The problem is that
without it, overlapping consensus among rival comprehensive doctrines*which is
essential to the stability of a conception of justice as well as to its plausibility and
persuasiveness*is unobtainable. Insofar as mutual disinterestedness poses a problem
for constructivism domestically as well as globally, it is a plague on both their houses.
Finally, let us consider the related assumptions of strict compliance [4] and
reasonably favorable conditions [4*]. The strict compliance assumption lends
determinacy to constructivist reasoning by assuring the parties that whatever principles
they select will, on the whole, be respected within society. This assumption is clearly an
idealization, as Rawls acknowledges. Yet given the degree of chaos caused by hunger,
poverty, and militarized conflicts over territory, religion, and resources (among others),
it seems reasonable to question whether this idealization, is so extreme as to render the
procedure itself problematic. Among the relevant social facts about our world today is
that across large parts of it compliance with principles of any kind is virtually nonexistent. Many persons routinely suffer injustices; for these people it is not reasonable
to expect strict compliance, yet without that assumption a rational and determinate
choice of principles of justice becomes impossible. In such conditions an assumption of
strict compliance would have a distorting effect on the choice of principles of justice.
Ideal theory treats non-compliance as a problem of deviation from principles of justice.
When deviation is the norm, the parties cannot reckon the likely effects of various
conceptions of justice and thus cannot make a rational choice among them.
The related assumption that reasonably favorable conditions obtain in society [4*]
seems equally dubious, as noted above. Recall that reasonably favorable conditions
include all those cultural, traditional, and economic factors that bear on the effective
establishment and exercise of basic liberties. Such conditions obtain very unevenly
across the planet, so that while certain principles of justice might be effective in some
contexts, they might prove ineffective or even pernicious in others.31 Still, the problem
is not simply that different principles would be appropriate in different conditions;
it is that massive poverty, endemic violence, stinging hunger, entrenched patriarchy,
religious zealotry, and rampant disease might well be the kinds of circumstance that
make justice unobtainable. One might object that the relevant question is whether,
on balance, conditions on the planet are favorable enough that justice could obtain.
The difficulty with this position, however, is that it treats national or domestic basic
structures and social schemes as relatively unimportant factors in determining
people’s life chances.32 Basing a choice of principles of justice on such a claim seems
irrational on its face.33
In sum, there is a sense in which cosmopolitan constructivist arguments are
inevitably question-begging. In the absence of wide agreement about where to begin,
constructivist reasoning relies on controversial assumptions where by design it
requires unobjectionable ones. The very structure of the initial situation becomes
contentious, instead of merely being ‘laid out’. The principles of justice yielded by
constructivist arguments ‘are not in fact adequately defended by appeal to
hypothetical agreement: the correct characterization of the initial choice situation
presupposes a substantive view about justice’.34 But in presupposing a view of justice,
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cosmopolitans eliminate the need for constructivist procedures; they become
superfluous.
Readers might doubt whether some of the foregoing criticisms persuade. Recall,
however, that all of the structural assumptions contribute to the plausibility and
persuasiveness of constructivist reasoning about justice. Thus if any of them does not
hold, the constructivist approach is in trouble and the more of them that do not hold,
the deeper the trouble gets. Once again, my point is not the skeptical one that effective
reasoning about global justice is an impossible or quixotic pursuit, nor is it that
cosmopolitan accounts are substantively wrong. It is rather that the constructivist
method does not and cannot deliver the sort of plausible and persuasive conclusions
about justice that it claims to provide.
RAWLS’S SOCIAL LIBERAL (TWO-STAGE) APPROACH
In light of these conclusions, Rawls’s much-maligned two-stage approach to
reasoning about global justice might appear more attractive than his critics have
allowed. While several theorists have defended versions of a Rawlsian two-stage
procedure, it makes most sense to consider Rawls’s own social liberal account as an
alternative to cosmopolitan models. Rawls was in fact conscious of several important
differences between domestic and global initial choice situations and his model
appears to be more modest epistemologically than its cosmopolitan rivals, being
limited to liberal (and later also ‘decent’) peoples and to matters of foreign policy
(rather than questions of justice more broadly; LP 910).35 Moreover, contrary to
what many of his critics have intimated, Rawls has not abandoned his concern with
individuals as the fundamental units of moral concern; rather, like Kant, he has
concluded that the international order contributes most to ensuring justice for
individuals when it secures the conditions for domestic justice (LP 10).36
Rawls is explicit in envisaging the second original position in relation to the first in
his two-stage model. This second ‘running’ of the original position models what
citizens of liberal democratic societies would regard as fair conditions under which
to specify a Law of Peoples (LP 32). Like the first original position, the second
constructs the representatives of peoples as free and equal and as reasonably and
fairly situated; as rational; and, as deliberating about the correct subject*here,
the content of a Law of Peoples governing the ‘basic structure of the relations
among peoples’. Rawls thus assumes equality among peoples (not individuals), an
assumption he thinks is well-established in international practice. Parties deliberate
using the right reasons as modeled by an appropriate veil of ignorance, hiding from
them the size of their territory, its population and relative strength, the extent of its
natural resources, level of economic development, and so forth. Parties do know that
reasonably favorable conditions permit constitutional democracy at home (LP 32).
Rawls highlights three key disanalogies between the first and second choice
situations: in the second, the representatives of peoples have no comprehensive
doctrines, since liberal democratic peoples, qua peoples, have none. There is no need
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for primary goods because the fundamental interests of the parties are given by their
domestic conceptions of justice. Finally, in the second running the parties choose
among different formulations or interpretations of eight principles of the Law of
Peoples (LP 40). One important similarity between the first and second original
positions, stressed by Rawls and his defenders, is that Rawls draws only on the shared
global political culture in structuring his arguments.37 This restriction dictates
Rawls’s turn away from cosmopolitanism because ‘there is simply no global public
political culture emphasizing that citizens of different countries ought to relate fairly
to one another as free and equal in a single scheme of social cooperation*much
less that the distribution of global resources and wealth should not be based on
factors ‘‘arbitrary from a moral point of view’’’.38 Wenar maintains that any shared
global political culture remains limited, precluding the more ambitious and more
cosmopolitan Law of Peoples that many critics would like to have seen. But, he
insists, this epistemological modesty allows Rawls to construct a more legitimate
global original position.39
Despite these apparent advantages, I shall argue that Rawls’s two-stage global
application of the initial agreement method nonetheless violates many of that
method’s structural assumptions. That the pioneer of this method runs into such
difficulties is a damning indictment that considerably strengthens the methodological
case against global constructivism.
Like his cosmopolitan critics, Rawls relaxes [1] to get leverage on questions of
international justice. It appears that representatives of liberal peoples form the fixed
membership comprised by his second original position, but this is deceiving. Rawls
actually has a three-stage procedure; he runs the second original position twice,
first with representatives of liberal democratic peoples only, then a second time (third
overall) with representatives of decent peoples included. This last running,
Rawls asserts, merely affirms the same principles endorsed in the second. This final
iteration, however, is not as benign as Rawls suggests. To see this consider the
question of human rights: representatives of liberal peoples in the first global choice
situation select principles of fundamental human rights. Surprisingly, they do not opt
for ‘liberal’ rights*such as equality, democratic rights, and others (LP 65, 79). This,
Rawls says, is appropriate as only ‘urgent rights’ would be chosen, since their
violation would be condemned by liberal and decent peoples alike (LP 79).
Freeman defends Rawls’s consistency on this point, arguing that liberal people
have no interest in enforcing human rights around the world; they are concerned only
with securing the conditions of justice for themselves. As Freeman admits, however,
this assumption is arbitrary, a function of the way Rawls has defined the second
original position.40 Rawls (and Freeman) argue that liberal toleration and notions of
equality among peoples require that liberal peoples not inflict their notions about
human rights onto others.
The arbitrariness of the decision salvages Rawls’s consistency, but in doing so it
damages the method. First, it demonstrates that the most controversial questions are
ones to which constructivism must assume arbitrary answers. Second, it highlights
the problem of indeterminacy in connection with [1]. The first running of the global
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original position includes only liberal democratic peoples; there is no reason that
anything other than a robust conception of liberal-democratic human rights should
be chosen in this setting. Indeed, liberal people would want to create supranational
institutions to ‘lock-in’ democracy and human rights, as insurance against political
regression at home.41 The only explanation for the choice of the much more
circumscribed set of human rights is that the parties are conscious of the requirement
that decent peoples be able to accept those same principles in the upcoming iteration
of the ICS. Without ‘looking ahead’ to the third running of the original position, the
parties would have no conceivable motivation for choosing the truncated notion of
rights Rawls prefers. Indeed, Rawls’s view that decent societies should be regarded as
members in good standing is doubly arbitrary: once he has decided to treat them as
members in good standing, why are they barred from participation in the second
original position?42
Regarding wide consensus [2], both Wenar and Freeman praise Rawls for limiting
his assumptions to those widely shared in the global political culture. Still, at
least two difficulties stand out. First, the fundamental concept driving Rawls’s
account*peoples*is neither familiar nor accepted in global political culture or, for
that matter, in academe. Many states and many individuals would have strong reasons
to object to this notion. The point is not merely terminological; as Buchanan
persuasively argues, the notion of ‘peoples’ actually distorts our understanding of
politics, rendering problems like secession or intra-state conflict invisible from the
perspective of justice.43 Rawls is certainly correct in asserting that the equality of states is
well-established in international law*though in practice this equality is not limited to
well-ordered states. But his assertion that ‘in the absence of a world-state, there must be
boundaries of some kind’ (LP 39) is not sufficient to justify deference to something like
our present Westphalian order, since it does not follow that those boundaries must
conform to ‘peoples’, to existing states, or even to a primarily territorial system of
government (a point that applies to cosmopolitan accounts as well). Indeed, people
might well opt for a looser system of functional governance that cuts across existing
national borders.44
Rawls also goes far beyond existing consensus in assuming that the only
appropriate subject of justice among such peoples is the content of their foreign
policy. Indeed, there is a roiling debate about how, and how extensively and
inevitably, the global basic structure affects the life chances of most of the world’s
people. It might well be that liberal peoples would prefer to limit the discussion in
this way, but the salient question is precisely whether this narrow perspective is
morally defensible. Many poor countries would prefer to see much greater attention
to distributive justice globally. Freeman’s defense of Rawls’s account once again
highlights its question-begging nature: Rawls precludes the parties in the global
original positions(s) from deliberating about redistribution because his constructivist
method assumes that distributive questions have been resolved domestically.45 This
is certainly a consistent position, but it can hardly dispose the question whether
there should be redistribution linked with growing global interdependence.46 Rawls’s
unwillingness to consider the question is strange, given that in a discussion of
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free trade he presumes fair background conditions whose role is ‘analogous to that of
the basic structure in domestic society’ (LP 42 n.52). He also acknowledges the need
to rectify the ‘unjustified distributive effects’ flowing from social cooperation in the
global economy (LP 43). In light of these contradictory viewpoints, it is hard to know
what might count as ‘unjustified’ on Rawls’s view, which provides no criteria for
making such assessments or for determining in what those fair background
conditions might consist.
Rawls appears to be solid on [3]: the parties are rational, they are motivated by their
own domestic conceptions of justice (no primary goods are required), and they are
mutually disinterested (sovereignty, non-interference). However, as the foregoing
discussion illustrates, they are so selfishly motivated and so mutually disinterested as
to be unconcerned with whether liberal and democratic rights are realized globally
and with the distributive implications of the global order. Again, my criticism here is
not that Rawls has failed to reach cosmopolitan conclusions: as Freeman argues,
Rawls’s rejection of cosmopolitanism reflects his commitment to (his version of) the
constructivist methodology, which assumes that justice is primarily a domestic matter.
My complaint is that in modeling the parties consistently with this assumption
Rawls begs the crucial questions at stake in this debate. Global justice is a new and
controversial subject; Rawls, in affirming our rather conservative views on it, risks
elevating the rather self-serving anti-distributive prejudices of rich liberal-democratic
states to the status of moral principles.
With regard to [4], Rawls deserves credit for recognizing that reasonably favorable
conditions do not obtain globally; he appropriately (in a methodological sense)
addresses the problems of outlaw states and burdened societies as part of non-ideal
theory (LP 89120). Yet even among liberal and decent societies, it seems dubious to
assume compliance when international politics has long been characterized by what
Krasner neatly calls ‘organized hypocrisy’.47 The norms of global political culture on
which Rawls draws have been routinely flaunted for centuries. In light of this, strict
compliance can hardly be a reasonable assumption for the parties in the global
original position. This is not merely a technical point. Consider again the question of
human rights: if the parties have knowledge of the basic facts of history, they must
know that international law and norms have historically been impotent. They should,
at the very least, create enforcement mechanisms to ‘lock-in’ these essential
protections and guarantee international security.48 Rawls might reply that since
political matters are settled domestically, global political arrangements of this kind
are unnecessary and in fact precluded. But parties with even a rudimentary grasp of
history and politics will be aware of facts such as the shameful and systematic record
of disregard for international law; of the history of colonialism and its social,
economic, and political legacies; and of rich countries’ failure to meet their pitiful
self-imposed target of .7% of gross domestic product (GDP) devoted to foreign aid.
In this context, Rawls’s proposals to address relations among peoples through
international law, a truncated set of human rights, and a vague and sharply limited
duty of assistance*‘regulated’ without institutions of any kind*would surely appear
risible to the parties, as they have to many of his critics.
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In sum, Rawls’s two-stage (social liberal) global constructivism encounters many
of the same problems as does its cosmopolitan cousin. Beginning with peoples and
restricting the procedure to the terms of just foreign policy among liberal peoples is
no less presumptuous than beginning with a global contract among individuals.
THE LIMITS OF RAWLSIAN GLOBAL CONSTRUCTIVISM
The analysis of Rawlsian global constructivism in its one-stage (cosmopolitan) and
two-stage (social liberal) variants has shown that the method appears ill-equipped to
grapple with the complexities of interdependence*with the overlapping multiplicity of
institutions, boundaries, and identities that characterize our world. The various
arguments advanced by cosmopolitans and by social liberals alike do not meet the high
standards of rigor on which constructivist conclusions depend. The key point is that in
the absence of background consensus, constructivism necessarily begs key questions:
the initial agreement method only gives us persuasive answers when, as shown above,
begging them seems ‘natural and plausible’ in light of existing and widespread
agreement. Our sense of what global justice might look like is too embryonic for
constructivist reasoning to be properly applied in clarifying principles of global justice.
(Whether it is natural and plausible to beg these questions domestically is a question
about which I’ve raised serious doubts and that requires further inquiry.)
I suggested at the outset that constructivist reasoning tends to obscure the central
points at issue in the debate on global justice. We can now see that it does so by
transforming these contentious issues into modeling choices. Constructivism
requires that the representatives in the ICS choose the principles of justice; but in
practice, the theorist’s preferences determine who the representatives are and what
choices they will make. Whether the theorist makes the parties represent peoples or
individuals determines the nature and scope of the principles of justice they will
choose. Representatives of states or peoples cannot choose cosmopolitan principles
and individuals cannot choose social liberal principles, because the theorist’s choice
about how to model the ICS already determines which principles will be chosen.
Many constructivists seem to join Brock in thinking that ‘the thought experiment
identifies certain situations as morally desirable because it can be expected that
delegates would choose them, when suitably situated’.49 But the parties can only
choose what the theorist permits them to choose; their hypothetical ‘choice’ cannot
convey legitimacy or even confidence in their choices unless we are certain that the
choices have been modeled in an appropriate and uncontroversial way. The problem
is, in the absence of consensus, a choice that is supposed to clarify and vivify broadly
shared but inchoate beliefs instead simply reflects the predilections of the modeler.
The primary objection to Rawlsian global constructivism, to reiterate, is that the
method hides controversial determinations on the key substantive points at issue by
presenting them as if they were uncontroversial modeling choices. Besides, it is surely
a mistake to think that principles of justice have normative force because they are
chosen in an ICS.50 Their selection helps to explain and justify them to others who
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recognize the ICS as an acceptable characterization of their conception of justice, but
proves nothing about their truth and validity*as Rawls always understood.
RAWLSIAN GLOBAL CONSTRUCTIVISM AND IDEAL THEORY
Rawlsian global constructivism reflects an ideal-theoretical impulse that is pervasive
in theorizing about justice, both domestically and globally. This is most evident in the
strict compliance assumption, which ideal theorists see as ‘necessary to ensure that
we know what a commitment to a given set of values entails’.51 Indeed, ideal theorists
agree with Rawls in thinking that an ideal conception of justice is necessary because
‘a deeper understanding [of the pressing and urgent matters we confront in everyday
life] can be gained in no other way’ (TJ 8, my emphasis). Swift argues that
we need fundamental, context-independent, normative philosophical claims to
guide political action; only by reference to philosophy*abstract, pure, context-free
philosophy*can we have an adequate basis for thinking about how to promote
justice in our current, radically nonideal [sic] circumstances.52

Even critical commentators like Robeyns profess that ideal theorizing is ‘an essential
piece of the work to be done’ in thinking about justice because it is a necessary
‘precursor’ of non-ideal theory.53
This claim about the priority or necessity of ideal theory has recently been
subjected to powerful criticisms. As Sen writes,
The question ‘What is a just society?’ is . . . not a good starting point for a useful
theory of justice. To that has to be added the further conclusion that it may not be a
plausible end point either. A systematic theory of comparative justice does not need,
nor does it necessarily yield, an answer to the question ‘What is a just society?’54

To advance justice or reduce injustice does not require, logically or epistemologically,
an ideal conception of justice:
Investigation of different ways of advancing justice in a society (or in the world), or
of reducing manifest injustices that may exist, demands comparative judgments
about justice, for which the identification of fully just social arrangements is neither
necessary nor sufficient.55

In this conclusion I shall focus on one particularly worrisome side-effect of
ideal theorizing: its tendency to distort our thinking about problems of justice and
injustice. Rawlsian global constructivist reasoning, with its emphasis on modeling an
ICS, is particularly prone to such distortions. My point in emphasizing this problem
is twofold: first, it deepens and extends my general critique of Rawlsian global
constructivism, raising additional epistemological and normative concerns parallel
and related to those already presented. Second, this discussion links the specific
methodological, epistemological, and normative issues raised here to an emerging
debate on ideal theory. I hope by concretizing the critique of ideal theory through a
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discussion of these issues to demonstrate the stakes and the urgency of developing
alternative approaches.
What follows is not a rejection of idealization or abstraction. Theorization relies
upon abstraction, the simplification of empirical truths for the purposes of clarification
and generalization; normative theory, insofar as it is prescriptive, also entails a kind of
idealization.56 The problem is distortion*the conscious or unconscious representation
of the world in ways that exclude or marginalize some of its uncomfortable or
inconvenient features. Some idealizations and some abstractions distort and it is not
always clear which idealizations are distortions.57 Consider Rawls’s exclusion of race
and gender from consideration in the original position. He argues that ideal theory is
concerned with identifying those contingencies that lead to troubling inequalities even
in a well-ordered society. In such a society, he maintains, neither race nor gender
would lead to inequalities because advantages or disadvantages based on them would
be ruled out from the point of view of the representative equal citizen; that is, free and
equal people would not endorse racist or patriarchal principles (JF 6566). Any
inequalities or injustices linked to race or gender are addressed in non-ideal theory,
where we confront deviations from or exceptions to the ideal.
The difficulty with this line of thought is not substantive; Rawls is surely correct
that a liberal conception of justice cannot tolerate racist or patriarchal principles.
The problem is rather with how constructivism conceives of and responds to such
problems. In excluding explicit consideration of race and gender, ideal theory in
effect prescribes that they should not matter in a well-ordered society. Yet McCarthy
argues that if a culture is structured by racial and gender inequalities, these will in
turn shape public thinking (including in an ICS). Ideal theory will prove unable to
access these inequalities critically, however, because the ideals themselves will reflect
the prejudices and power relationships of society.58 Oppression can be so embedded
in societal norms and understandings that abstraction or idealization simply takes it
for granted and renders it invisible.59 This is, I think, what McCarthy has in mind
when he writes that ‘ideal theory provides no theoretical mediation between the ideal
and the real*or rather, what mediation it does provide is usually only tacit and
always drastically restricted’.60 The ideal of a race- and gender-blind society is
inadequate for identifying and addressing structural forms of oppression like white
supremacy and patriarchy because the ideal can only identify specific examples of
racism or patriarchy and can only treat them as exceptional rather than systemic.61
Worse, such distortions might be unavoidable. Mills describes ideal theory as ‘a
distortional complex of ideas, values, norms, and beliefs that reflects the nonrepresentative interests and experiences of a small minority’ of people.62 This is not
to allege a conspiratorial or even conscious element to the distortion that ideal theory
entails; it is simply to recognize that idealization often reflects and protects the power
and interests of the privileged, whose experience informs and thus approximates the
ideal and who thus benefit most from its maintenance.63 In addition, and partly as a
result, idealization can hide structural domination and oppression from view, making
it hard to recognize them and hard to gain critical leverage on them, even in nonideal theory.64 From Mills’s perspective, the social ontology of ideal theory disguises
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structural domination by silencing oppression (e.g. by ignoring how systematic
oppression shapes the basic structure of society), by idealizing social institutions (e.g.
by ignoring their impact on the poor or treating it as exceptional), and by idealizing
the cognitive sphere itself (e.g. by ignoring how deeply race shapes our thinking).65
Such problems plague Rawlsian global constructivism as well. Literally billions
of people lead lives so dramatically different from those lived by theorists of justice
that there is reason to fear the kind of distortions just described. Many theorists,
for example, conceptualize the global economy as an uneven playing field; on
such a view, fair distribution of wealth, income, and opportunity become the ideals.
Yet many people experience the global economy as a system of domination that
comprehensively subjugates them to the interests of rich countries, corrupt
governments, and powerful corporations. To treat these experiences merely as
deviations from or exceptions to the ideal of a fair game can obscure the underlying
deformities that structure the global economy. Certainly in the cases of aid, trade,
and structural adjustment policies, the assumption of strict compliance and the
treatment of injustice as exceptional rather than systemic misrepresent how power
operates to uphold the interests of the powerful.
At the very least, it is hard to see how ideals that do not gibe even remotely with
most people’s experiences of the world could be helpful in identifying or remediating
structural domination and oppression of this kind.66 Onora O’Neill is perhaps the
chief critic of such distortions, disparaging the idealization of states as protectors of
their citizens’ human rights as a ‘grotesque parody’ of reality that precludes
theorizing about how to deal with oppressive regimes and the depiction of negative
effects of neo-liberalism as unfortunate byproducts of ineluctable market forces
when, in fact, they result predictably from economic institutions designed to secure
the privileges of the powerful.67
Rawlsian global constructivism is particularly prone to such distortion because it
requires that the theorist model the salient facts about the world in an ICS from
which principles of justice are derived. Consider two examples. First, recall the
problems we have seen with Rawls’s concept of peoples. Buchanan rejects the concept
as a distortion that conceives peoples as unified political and cultural entities with
common sympathies and a shared conception of justice. He objects that ‘it is hard to
see how an ideal theory that ignores intrastate conflict by assuming deep political
unity within states can serve as the ultimate benchmark for progress from our
nonideal [sic] situation’. The problem, he argues, is not simply that ideal theory says
nothing about our actual situation in this case but that it also bars us from
envisioning any role for international law in intrastate conflict.68 His worry is in effect
that one cannot bring back in, at the non-ideal level, what has been denied or ignored
in ideal theory. Valentini concurs, arguing that Rawls’s Law of Peoples has to deny
certain facts about the world as a condition for its own applicability.69
Second, consider again the global constructivists’ curious emphasis on the difference
principle and their relative disregard of political principles.70 Even if we accept the
primacy of economic issues*a significant concession, given the interdependence of
political and economic freedom*the distributive ideal distorts our understanding of
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the rampant injustices in the global economy.71 Cosmopolitan constructivist theorists
almost uniformly recommend transfers (redistribution) as a remedial strategy to move
us toward their egalitarian ideal. This recommendation is consistent with their
conceptualization of existing inequalities as exceptions to or deviations from a just,
egalitarian distribution. I have no objection to transfers, but they do little to address
the underlying structural inequities*power asymmetries*that create and sustain
perverse distributions of wealth and income in the first place. Put differently, transfers
treat the symptoms rather than the underlying disease*a world economy designed to
maintain the power and privilege of the wealthy at the expense of the poor. This
pathology is obscured by the ideal of egalitarian shares. Domination would, of course,
be rejected in any reasonable ICS; the point is that ruling it out of consideration in ideal
theory narrows our responses to it in non-ideal theory. Transfers cannot remedy
systemic injustices of the kind reflected in trade rules, aid programs, and structural
adjustment programs; addressing these injustices in non-ideal theory means treating
them as aberrations, in effect ruling out a more fundamental rethinking of the global
economic order.
I do not mean to imply that constructivists or ideal theorists would disagree with
my substantive points about injustice here. I do strongly imply, however, that their
method makes addressing such injustices difficult, epistemologically inconceivable. As
such, the procedure they adopt is normatively suspect, at least from the kind of
emancipatory perspective that treats freedom and equality for all as its fundamental
commitments.
A vigorous debate about ideal theory is underway, but it remains largely abstract
and epistemological; so far, there has been much more anti-ideal theory than nonideal theory.72 Much more remains to be said about what a viable non-ideal theory
might look like. I cannot develop such an alternative here, but I hope at least to have
shown the urgency of finding one: constructivist reasoning, and ideal theory more
generally, cannot deliver plausible and persuasive accounts of global justice or
adequately guide our thinking about how to reduce injustice.
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